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THE HIOBIJSM
The purpose of this thesis is to present the results of
a study of social, athletic, and scholastic success achieved
in junior and senior high school by highly intelligent
children, some of v\hom were accelerated in their elementary
school progran by means of the Opportunity Class.
I. SOURCE OE PROBLEM
Evidences of interes t in the education of the gffted .
The history of experimentation in program adjustments for
the rapid learner covers a period of some seventy years.
Today w»e are still interested in finding a way to success-
fully adapt the school program to the advantage of this
group'. In too many of our school systems the bright pupil
is neglected because he does not constitute a learning
problem. tShile the teacher works with the average or slow
child, the child of high intelligence completes his work
only to dawdle, day-dream, or bother his classmates.
Instead of quickening the thinking power, the schoolroom
develops habits of laziness, carelessness, boredom, and pro-
crastination. This has been the all too common experience
of the top 20 per cent of our pupils.
Gradually, an awareness of the value of these intel-
ligent children as a natural resource of the nation has
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2grown. Leaders in education and in industry look on them
as the raw material from Tihich the peace and prosperity of
our country will come, referring to any selective educa-
tional program not only in terms of knowledges to be gained
but also of habits and social attitudes to be developed.
Lament Dupont, an industrialist, stresses the need for
individuals with balance #io will become good managers in
industry;! Spencer Miller, Director of the i?orkers ’
Education Bureau of America, calls for training of leader-
ship in labor; 2 James B. Conant, President of Harvard
University, urges selection of children with linguistic
aptitude for service in our world relations; 3 #iile
Karolyn Fisher, a student, calls attention to our need for
developing high standards among our future salesmen and
public servants. 4 jf such attributes are to be the
outcomes of education of the gifted, the problem of the
^ Lajnont Dupont, "The Place of the Gifted in Industrv
and Business,” Teachers College Record, (February 1941),
Vol 42, 2J 5, 384
2 Spencer Miller, ”The Place of the Gifted in Modern
Life from the Viewpoint of Labor, ” Teachers College Reoo rd.
(February 1941), Vol 42, H 5, 394-395
2 James Bryant Conant, Education in a Divided '>yorld .
Harvard University Press, Cambridge, Mass., 1948, 139
4 Karolyn Rose Fisher, “Meeting the Heeds of the Gifted
Child in the Sixth Grade,” (unpublished service paper,
Boston University, 1947), 3-4
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3school iDecomes one of identif ication and selection of
intellectual superiority, and then of training individuals
for well-rounded lives.
Identification of the gifted child . Carroll well
summarizes several definitions of intellectual superiority,
or intelligence, in his book, "Genius in the Making, " as
follows:
The psychologist considers that the ability to
learn to read at the age of three or four, to see
through a problem quickly, to apply knowledge, or
to possess #iat is known as common sense indicates
superior intelligence. Binet defines intelligence
as "judgment or common sense, initiative, the ability
to adapt oneself;" Terman, as "the ability to think
in terms of abstract ideas;" Woodrow, as "an acquiring
capacity; " Buckinj^am,as "the ability to learn; " and
Woodworth, as the ability of an individual "to see
the point of the problem set him, and to adapt what
he has learned to this novel situation.
Stoddard puts most of these requirements together in
one inclusive definition:
Intelligence is the ability to undertake activities
that are characterized by (l) difficulty, (2) complex-
ity, (3) abstractness, (4) economy, (5) adaptiveness
to a goal, (6) social value, and (7) the emergence of
originals, and to maintain such activities under
conditions that demand a concentration of energy and
a resistance to emotional forces.
^
The gifted child is described in varying terms
according to the interests and experiences of the writer.
1 Herbert a. Carroll, Genius in the Making, McGraw-Hill
Book Go., Hew York, 1940, 14
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4The educator, Robert L, Thorndike, defines the gifted child
as:
The child viho shows an exceptionally high degree
of ability to work with ideas exceptionally
capable in thinking— in manipulating effectively and
creatively the abstractions of word and number #iich
comprise our common coin of thought.
^
Lamont Dupont states;
I take the term ''gifted*' to mean those #io have an
unusual ability to do something, as compared with the
average citizen, or as compared with ii^at mi^t be
considered •‘normal" in the human being. To me,
"gifted" implies some outstanding peculiarity--)«hether
it is physical, mental or intellectual or the
ability to acquire some kind of knowledge or skill
rapidly.
2
The ^ite House Conference called these children a
Distinct group of superior intelligence i«ho deviate
from the average to such an extent that they require
special education to make the most of their
pos sibilities .
3
Leta Hollingworth expresses a definition statistically;
One often finds children testing anyvdiere above
110 I. called "gifted" as synonymous with superior.
This range includes possessors of all the degrees
of giftedness from those just capable of passing with
^ Robert L. Thorndike, •‘Problems in Identification,
Description, and Development of the Gifted, " Teachers
Collep-'e Record (February 1941), Vol 42,17 5, 402
2 Lamont Dupont, "The Place of the Gifted in Industry
and Business," Teachers College Record (February 1941),
Vol 42, H 5, 382-383
2 White House Conference on Child Health and Protection,
Special Jilducation, the Handicapped and the Gifted. Century
Company, Hew York, 1931, 537
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5good credit through an ordinary high school to those
capable of the most distinguished intellectual
careers of their generation. About 20 per cent of
all children test at or above 110 I. and may be
termed superior.
Ife draw our line and arbitrarily choose to mean by
”intellectua.lly gifted” the most intelligent one per
cent of the juvenile population.!
For our purpose, we may accept the decision of the
white House Conference- -that the gifted constitute about
six per cent of the school population. 2
Selection . To build an educational program for a
group so variously and vaguely designated is not an easy
assignment. Granting for the moment that it can be done,
we come to the problem of selecting the pupils for such
education.
How shall v/e decide which child is "gifted”? Leta S.
Hollingworth writes:
Nothing so readily and accurately identifies a
gifted child as a good mental test given individually.^
David E. Weglein, Superintendent of Schools, Baltimore,
Maryland, is of the opinion that:
^ Leta S. Hollingworth, Gifted Children, The Macmillan
Company, New York, 1926, 43
2 VAiite House Conference on Child Health and Protection,
Special Education, the Handicapped and the Gifted, Century
Company, New York, 1931, 537
3 Hollingworth, o^.. cit . , 75
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6The best single index for detecting the superior
child is the school work done day by day in the
classroom as determined by the judgment of the
teacher. Other items to be considered are the
the results of standardized achievement tests, and
the results of aptitude testing.!
iirch 0. Heck adds other criteria by stating;
In addition to the given intelligence quotient,
there must be drive, originality, and initiative for
unusual success in academic achievement.^
J. Osburn and Ben J. Rohan, leaders in the edu-
cation of the gifted note:
The teacher and her method are important factors
in finding the bright, talented, or gifted. She
creates the atmosphere which makes talent show
itself. 3
Terman has not found it necessary to change his
judgment of 1921-22, so repeats in his 1947 publication:
If you are allowed only one method of locating the
highest 1. 0,. in a classroom, your chance of getting
the ri^t child is better if you merely look in the
class register and take the youngest than if you trust
the teacher’s judgment.^
In practice, a combination of these criteria is used
^ David E. Weglein, ’’Administration Problems in the
Education of the Gifted,” Teachers College Record (February
1941), Vol 42, H 5, 428
^ Arch 0. Heck, The Education of Excep tional Children ,
McGraw-Hill Book Company, i^ew York, 1940, 390
^ W. J. Osbum and Ben J. Rohan, Enriching the Curriculum
for Gifted Children , The Macmillan Company, New York, 193i
98
^ Lewis M. Terman and Melita H. Oden, Genetic Studies
of Genius, Vol IV, “The Gifted Child Grows Up, Stanford
University Press, Stanford University, 1947, 6
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7in determining shall have special instruction. The
teacher's opinion is needed, for she is with the child
daily, knowing his reactions to new situations, new people
and to the routine. Her opinion is subject to influence,
however, by her prejudices, by her own inadequacies, and
by her lack of definite standards for comparisons. The
opinion of the parent is important, though parents are apt
to overestimate or, just as harmfully, underestimate their
offspring’s ability. The quality of claaswork must be
considered, but if this is the only factor examined, we may
find the special classes filled largely with pupils posses-
sing only excellent memories, rather than the less tangible
ingredients of intelligence which have been defined.
jlven intelligence tests, while they are impartial and
objective in their method, are not to be relied upon
entirely in selecting the gifted. Of necessity they
deal with limited areas of selected abilities, leaving
aptitudes of perhaps greater importance untouched. 3ince
the physical and mental health of the individual will vary
from day to day, there is no positive assurance that the
results even in these tested areas are absolute for the
pupil under consideration.
Giftedness shows itself very early in the life of the
child. If the mother remembers accurately, it will prob-
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8before the average child. In the early years of his life
he has shown a curiosity #iich is analytical and construc-
tive. He is eager to do things mich present a challenge
to his skills. His retention of inf oimat ion is marked and
his vocabulary is large.
Because of his evidences of maturity, his mother may
seek to enter him in kindergarten although he may not meet
the age requirements of the community. In some systems
this need of the child for suitable social activities and
learning experiences is recognized, and tests are admini-
stered to determine if the mental maturity of the child is
really such as to facilitate his successful adaptation to
the school situation.
The reaction of the child to school is almost always
favorable and he is soon absorbing the new experiences
presented to him in his environment and seeking more. His
ability to go far ahead of his classmates in acquiring and
retaining factual knowledge, and in applying this knowledge
to the analysis and solution of problem situations creates
a challenge for the teacher and for the school system.
All too often, in her desire to give the maximum of
success and of power to the poorest students, the teacher
feels helpless"' to utilize fully the abilities of her bright
children. Terman, testing 565 children with the Stanford
Achievement Tests in 1922, found that the educational age
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9of the gifted child was 44 per cent above his chronological
age. He ma^ies these challenging statements in coramentj
It is a conservative estimate that more than half
of the children with 's of 135 or above had
already mastered the school curriculum to a point
two full grades beyond the one in Mihich they were
enrolled, and some of them as much as three or four
grades beyond It is true that the majority of
these children came from good or superior homes where
the intellectual environment was stimulating rather
than depressing. But given this environment, the
number of months spent in school had almost no effect
in raising the achievement quotient. Once started in
the three R's, the gifted child increased his know-
ledge in most fields of the curriculum without much
help from the teacher. Given reasonable encouragement
in the home, he can pretty well educate himself, at
least as far as the seventh or eighth grade. ^
If this be true, and our school laws require that the
child remain in regular attendance at school until the age
of sixteen, there is certainly a need for a special program
of education for the gifted child in our public schools.
In the attempt of one community to provide such a program
for its superior students we find the source of our problem.
II. JUSTIBICATIOH OP PROBLEM
Obje ctions to younp; child in secondary s chool . Since
the turn of the century it has been a widely accepted
practice in school systems of large size and moderate
wealth to select gifted children from the regular class
^ Lewis M. Terman and Melita H. Oden, Gene tic Studies
of Genius. Vol IV, ”The Gifted Child Grows Up, " Stanford
University Press, Stanford University, 1947, 28-29
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room and segregate them for their study work. Such classes
are generally known as Opportunity Classes and are described
in chapter II. In such a class it is the custom for the
student to complete the required courses in less than the
usual number of years, and to be promoted to junior high
school. As the plan now operates, a year, or sometimes
two years, is taken from the normal time spent in the
elementary schools.
From the view of the teachers and administrators, this
plan is successful in meeting the study^ needs of the gifted
child at the elementary level. The school, however, is
interested in more than scholastic success. It also
desires that the child so treated shall find satisfaction
in his social contacts and his play program Tfdien he leaves
the elementary grades. If, by making him younger than his
classmates in the secondary school, the plan actually tends
to keep him from becoming successfully adjusted there, it
is not a good plan as now functioning, since it does not
provide for the development of the child’s vhole
pe rsonali ty.
Osburn and Rohan, writing in 1951, noted some of the
disadvantages the young high school student faces:
Capable children are usually able to make fair
grades in high school, but in every other way they are
misfits. They are thrown continually with children
who are older psychologically and socially. They are
still in the preadolescent age and are much out of
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place at the social functions of the school. In liter-
ature they are too young to grasp the emotional signi-
ficance of much of the material. They have no chance
at athletics and present sorry figures in the music
class.
^
In the school system under study—hereafter to he
referred to as community X--there has been since 1928 an
attempt to hb et the need for special education of gifted
children in its smaller schools (those not lending them-
selves to selective homogeneous grouping in each grade) by
forming Opportunity Glasses. Candidates for these classes
have been selected from the school population in grade
three and have studied the tool subjects (reading, arith-
metic, and the language arts) under one selected teacher
for the next two years. Their subject matter has been the
required curriculum of grades four, five, and six. At the
end of the tvro years, they have received regular promotion
to junior high school.
A criticism frequently leveled at this plan has to do
with adjustment in the junior and senior hi^ schools.
/»1 though only a year has been taken from his normal
schooling, it is felt by some that the bright pupil is at a
disadvantage socially and physically in the upper grades.
This is a serious criticism and one worthy of investigation.
Does this disadvantage really exist? If so, is it a fault
^ J. Osburn and Een J. Rohan, Bnricliing the Curriculum
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of the method of acceleration, or is it a characteristic of
the education of gifted children?
All research shows that in physicel measurements and
medical examinations, gifted children tend to be better than
average. Hollingworth writes;
We may summarize present data about the physique of
intellec-tual ly gifted children by saying that they tend
to be tall and heavy and to maintain a high ratio
betv/een weight and height. In so far as this weight-
height ratio indicates nutrition, they are very v/ell
nourished as a group.
1
Studies have also shown that bright children, far from
being passive and retiring, show a preference for active
games and like the companionship of others. Because of
their mental maturity, they prefer playing with children
older than themselves. These known tendencies would
indicate a probability of athletic adjustment in junior high
school for the child who is only one year younger than his
classmates
.
"Participation in a varied and interesting social life
is important for gifted students," writes Esther Grace
ITolan, coordinator of research and guidance in Los Angeles.
"Otherwise they are likely to become one-sided in their
nature, tending to become seclusive, introver tive.
^ Leta 3. Hollingworth, Gifted Children, The llacraillan
Company, Hew York, 1926, 110
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anti-social, egotistical, or prejudiced. "1
;
In characteristics which tend to social acceptance,
]|
I
gifted children have been found to be well- equipped.
Research shows them to stand well above the average when
I
h
given tests to rate volitional, emotional, moral, and social
j|
traits. They showed marked superiority in regard to desire I,
'i
to know, originality, common sense, will power, persever-
j
ance, desire to excel, sense of humor, conscientiousness,
truthfulness, traits which would win approval with young
people as well as adults. On ratings of social traits, the
gifted children stood above the average child, particularly
in leadership.
Assuming that the children in community X are
physically and socially developed in like degree to other
gifted children, it is our purpose to gather evidences of
adjustment in secondary school, in order to understand
whether criticism of the acceleration provided in the
elementary school by the Opportunity Class is justified.
III. SCOPE OF PROBLEM
Our study is concerned with 261 superior children in
grades seven through twelve of community X whose scholastic
success has permitted them to be placed in the first
^ Esther Grace Nolan, "The Gifted Student; His Problems
and Ours, " California Journal of Secondary Education, Vol 22,
N 3, March, 1947, 181
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division of those classes preparing for college work. Only
a few of these pupils have been members of the Opportunity
Class
.
These pupils, early in March, 1949, filled out a
ques tionnaire designed to secure from them information
TAhich would tend to show the success of the individual's
adjustment to the scholastic, athletic, and social program
of the school. The ques tionnaire also attempted to learn
something of their interests and activities outside of
school and to note evidences of leadership.
The papers, i«h.en returned, were sorted into two groups
on the basis of the following group of questions:
Were you ever a member of the Opportunity Glass
in X?
How many years were you in that class?
Did you ever do three years ’ work in two years
in any school?
The purpose of these questions was to select papers
from those children inho v/ere recognized in the elementary
grades to be mentally superior and 'fho had special scholas-
tic attention. The information received was classified and
tabulated, and the results studied with the aim of noting
any differences in the social, athletic, or scholastic
success of the two groups.
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chapter II
HISTORY OE THE REGOGHITIOH OE THE llENTALLY GIFTED
The thinking reader does not go very far in his
acquaintance with history, biography, or literature without
realizing that the intellectually gifted have alv^ays been
with us. To them v/e are indebted for the comforts of our
present-day living, the refinements of our arts and society,
and the degree of security with which we greet each day and
face the future.
Our recent psychological studies tell us that a trait
of superior intelligence is the ability to think in
abstract terms and to solve problems as they arise. Thus,
when we consider the stone age man who invented pressure-
chipping-- the man to whom Roy Chapman Andrews says a monu-
ment should be erected--we appreciate the appearance of a
high I.Q^. as a force at the very dawn of civilization.!
Because we are able to evaluate, at least subjectively,
the relative mental ability of our national leaders of
recent years in the li^t of their contributions to the
general welfare, we understand that those men of ancient
history whose names and contributions have survived the
intervening years must have been men of high intelligence.
^ Roy Chapman Andrews, Mee t Your Ancesto rs , The Viking
Press, Hew York, 1945, 149
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Hammurabi, recognized the need for uniformity in law
and gave a remarkable code to Babylonia, was such a man.
Alexander, vrfio died at 32 with the known world of his day
under his control, was another. Bible history abounds in
names of men who thought beyond the living of the day and
the war of the morrow to give us standards for living and
for solving the intricate problems of national and inter-
national affairs.
Plato. Students of the education of the intellec-
tually gifted seem to agree pretty well that Plato was the
first to urge selection, segregation, and special education
of bri^t children for special places in society.
Writers on the subject of the intellectually gifted
widely quote from The Hepublic , written about 400 B. G.
Pintner emphasizes the following:
We must watch them from their youth upward and make
them perform actions in which they are most likely to
forget or to be deceived, and he who remembers and is
not deceived is to be selected and he ^o fails in the
trial is to be rejected He who, at every age, as
boy and youth and in mature life, has come out of the
trial victorious and pure, shall be appointed a ruler
and guardian of the state.
^
Ottoman Empire. The results of such a plan of selec-
tion and education are available for study in the history
of the Ottoman Empire, which reached its height in the 16th
^ Rudolf Pintner, ’’Superior Ability, ” Teachers College
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century under Suleiman the Magnificent. It was the custom
of the government to select from all the villages in the
Empire, every four years, the Christian boys who were the
best physically and the most alert. These boys were slaves
and their slave status never changed, but within this
status they were given every opportunity for success and
power.
Most of these boys ^;?ere to go into the Army, where we
hear of them as Janissaries. The very brightest, however,
were trained for government service, and "from these boys
came every army officer, every governor of a province, the
Grand Vizier himself, and every administrative and military
as sis tant.
This was a brilliant plan for domination, as well as
government. In one gesture, the conquered peoples were
deprived of the benefits of leadership which these youths
might have given them, and, at the same time, the Empire
protected itself from threats against its power and law by
redirecting this youthful vigor and intelligence to its
0 7/n aims.
Gal ton and o the rs . The scientific study of education
for the gifted, if we may call it that, is a comparatively
recent effort. It has follow'-ed two paths: the study of
^ William E. Russell, ”The Importance of Social Capillar-
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eminent individuals, and the study of such individuals in
relation to society as a iwhole. Students have selected from
widely diverse fields men and women vdiose contributions to
our knowledge or our literature have been outstanding.
These learned persons may have lived in any century in
modern times. Certainly they lived before our public school
system became operative in its present scope. As we might
expect, we find these geniuses to have begun their formal
education in #iat we now consider infancy, under the guid-
ance of an able mother or a personal tutor. The scope and
intensity of their studies startles us, thou^ probably only
because our associations and our methods of today are so
very much concerned with the group and the individual as
part of the group, rather than with instruction of the
individual alone.
Before 1860 there 7/ere theories relating genius to
physical traits, nervous disorders, and insanity. Galton,
of England, beginning at about 1865, seems to have been the
first person to do extensive research concerning the world’s
great. He concerned himself with men Tiio had attained
eminence in literature, science, law, music, government, and
learning. Prom his accumulated data, he reached the conclu-
sion that, within a given population, the number of men tAio
will gain notable distinction is limited. Purthermore, the
number likely to produce work of such merit can almost be
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foretold in the same way that it is possible to foretell
the approximate number of tall and short people that will
appear in a given society.
From his data, Galton also found that eminent persons
are most likely to have a number of eminent relatives. This
offered evidence that mental ability is inherited, as we
recognize physical traits to be.^
Building upon Galton ’s studies vre find a succession of
research workers seeking information of their own. They
were assured by the results of numerous investigations made
in England, in Europe, and in the United States of certain
tendencies in giftedness: mental ability is inherited,
conditioned by ancestry; capable parents, superior homes,
good education, and offspring -?dio attain eminence are all
closely associated; cities contribute six times as many
eminent Americans as do farms; very fev/ children of manual
workers become eminent in high degree; few women are found
in any category of eminent adults; environment is not as
important an influence as heredity. ^ Research of today
seeks to verify these conclusions as holding true for our
times
.
^ Fay Adams and talker Brown, Teaching the Bright Pupil,
Henry Holt & Company, Hew York, 1930, 27-28
2
Leta 3. Holl ingworth. Gifted Children , The Macmillan
Company, Hew York, 1926, 8-r5
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Alfred Bine t . These studies were of necessity ‘back-
ward looking from the adult selected on the basis of his
achievements. iTot until Alfred Binet and his colla'borator,
Thomas Simon, developed, in 1904, a series of mental tests
for the purpose of selecting mentally incompetent children
w'as there any v/orkable means of comparing children on the
basis of intelligence. His tests came upon a world facing
new problems of adjustment in education. Politically,
several nations had reached a point where the general free
education of all citizens was deemed advisable, since all
by voting shared in the government. Industrially, the
nations were producing sufficient wealth to support such a
program through taxation. Compulsory education laws were
duly passed. The problem of truancy soon arose, and edu-
cators turned with relief to testing as one aid in differ-
entiating among the aptitudes and abilities of these
unwilling pupils.^
It was natural that when special education was planned
the mentally deficient should receive first attention, as
they would create the greatest problem in the heterogeneous
group. jSventually, as attitudes mentioned in Chapter I
became more widespread, attention was likewise given to
selecting the mentally gifted for a special program. Hot
^ Leta S. Hoi lingworth, Gif ted Children , The Macmillan
Company, Hew York, 1926, 24-25
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so much has heen done for this latter group, however, as for
the former. According to the Biennial Survey of Education
in the United States, 1938-1940, there were 98,416 children
enrolled in classes for the mentally deficient, and 3255 in
classes for the mentally gifted. As numbers, we may dismiss
these totals as gross understatement, inasmuch as the cities
tabulated represent an entirely inadequate sampling. In
"cities of 100,000 population or more in 1940," for example,
only five are given: Birmingham, Alabama; Los Angeles,
California; Worcester, Massachusetts; Rochester, New York;
and Cleveland, Qhio.^ As indications of recognition of the
two extremes of learning ability in our public schools, we
may consider the totals comparatively. They present conclu-
sive evidence that the gifted child is largely unnoticed,
because he will learn anyway.
Hollingworth and Terman. Financed in part by a generous
grant to Stanford University by the Commonwealth Fund of Uew
York City, Terman began in 1921 a long-range and very
inclusive study of 1528 children of 135 I.Q,, and above,
selected from a total school population of about a quarter
of a million. His aim was that the accumulation of data on
these individuals should be progressive through their
^ Biennial Survey of Education in the United States, 1938-
1940, Vol II, Chap V, Statis tics of Special Schools and
Classes for Exceptional Children, U. S. Government Printing
Office, Washington, L. C.
,
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lifetime. Three volumes have been published containing this
data and conclusions based upon this study. The fourth
volume, evaluating most recent data on the cases, was
published in 1947, under the title The Gifted Child Grows
Mean^ile, Leta Hollingworth worked with selected
children of exceptional intelligence from the public schools
of New York City, grouped them for instruction in Public
School 500, and proceeded to gather important data on their
reaction to a program of special education and their
subsequent adjustments to life. These are continuing
investigations. The final judgments on today’s selective
and educative methods must be made by students of this data
many years in the future. Meanwhile, the experiments
contribute to our judgments in dealing with contemporary
problems.
As a result of the studies of Terman, Hollingworth,
Stidman, "iShipple
,
and numerous others, as well as education
experiments carried on by several such school systems as
Cleveland, Ohio and Appleton, ’<7isconsin, information is now
available to guide us in selecting, educating, and guiding
the gifted children in our public schools.
HISTORY OP THE SPECIAL CLASS FOR GIFTED CHILDREN
Problems encountered in the selection of gifted children
have been discussed in chapter I. Problems to be met in the
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education of these selected students are constantly present-
ing themselves as our schools aim to deal with larger
numbers more satisfactorily.
Flexible promotion. Special cons ideration for the
gifted child in our public schools seems to have appeared as
part of a planned program first in St. Louis about 1870.
Credit is given to William T. Harris, Superintendent of
Schools there, for a philosophy of education which was
greatly concerned with adapting the schools to the exception-
al children.^ His method had as its main thesis the
reclassification of children during the school year for
promotion. At first the interval for promotion was six
weeks, but this was lengthened to ten weeks. As the plan
operated, each grade had four divisions. The work of each
division was ten weeks ahead of the division behind it. A
bright pupil could omit the work of one division without
missing a large portion of fundamental work. The influence
of this plan was widespread. Among the large cities, it was
adopted by Milwaukee, Pittsburg, Boston, San Francisco, and
Chicago.
The St. Louis method was called ”flexible promotion."
In practice it was a planned acceleration of the bright
child through successive grades, spending a few months in
^ Arthur P. Cos sard, Superior and Backv/ard Children in
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each, or skipping a part of a grade, until a point was
reached vshere the work was a challenge to his ability,
"Flexible promotion" was but one of several plans for
adjustment to abilities through curriculum division. In
Cambridge, Massachusetts, and in Le Mars, Iowa, the double
track plan of promotion was used. Pupils in the first
grade were classified into bright and dull groups and
progressed according to tiie pattern arranged for their
abilities. "The bright sections were advanced fast enough
to complete the course of study in six years, while the dull
group progressed at a rate that would allow them to complete
the same course in nine years. No mention is made of
provisions for average children, except that, if an indi-
vidual seemed to be wrongly classified he could transfer
from one track to the other at the end of grade two and
grade four.
Perhaps the ultimate in curriculum division was. reached
at Portland, Oregon, where the course of study had fifty-
four parts. An average student would complete the work in
ei^iteen terms of five months each, or at a rate of three
parts per term. Slow pupils covered two parts per terra
while bright pupils covered four.^
1 If, J. Osburn and Ben J. Rohan, anri ching the Curriculum
for Gifted Children, The Macmillan Company, New York, 1^311
59
2 Ibid., 60
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In Boston there v/as the ” tandem plan” -vdierehy there
were two or more classes in a grade, each doing work of
increasing difficulty, A bright pupil could progress from
one to another without missing any large part of the grade
curriculum. About 1390, Boston began experimenting with
another pi an- -the "parallel plan, ” As with the Cambridge
plan, this provided two separate courses for the elementary
school, both containing the same subject matter. Progress
through the regular course was made in six years, while
brighter pupils completed the parallel course in four
years
.
As a result of such plans for rapid promotion, it was
possible for a pupil to finish high school three or four
years before his normal age group. The bright pupil as a
problem child was removed from the elementary school, but
he appeared in the high schools as a social misfit, unen-
thus ias tically received by teachers and classmates alike.
Ability grouping . Ability grouping appeared in
Baltimore in 1901, and in Cleveland in 1908, according to
Gossard’s historical research.'^ At first, the selective
process was noticable in the high schools, where it was
effected by means of a differentiated curriculum or through
elective subjects. Later ability grouping was used in the
1 Gossard, op , cit . , 51
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elementary schools, and it is now quite common to have
three or more relatively homogeneous sections to each grade
in large elementary schools.
A type of homogeneous grouping called the '’concentric
plan" appeared in Santa Barbara, California, about 1900.
According to this plan, each grade had three divisions. In
the slow learning class, only the minimum essentials were
taught; the average or middle group learned these with
additional materials for study; #iile the bright class did
still more extensive work on the same units.^
Batavia, New York, worked out a plan for keeping the
heterogeneous group but employed two teachers for each
class. One teacher carried on the regular class work,
while the other spent her time helping pupils who were
finding the work difficult. The expense involved in such
a plan leads one to conjecture on its duration. A similar
plan was tried in Newton, Massachusetts, but expenses were
curtailed somewhat by having "unass igned " teachers to
assist the regular teachers -when and where necessary.
Individual progress . In Winnetka, Illinois, and in
Dalton, Massachusetts, two methods were developed for
allowing each pupil to progress at his own speed. Both
plans drew wide attention and were imitated and adapted in
1 Osburn and Rohan, op . cit . , 61
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many cities. The '.Vinnetka plan operated through a series
of '‘goal hooks" in each subject especially prepared to be
put into the hands of the pupil. Exercises ’^re provided
to help the pupil master certain steps. In the morning the
pupils worked individually, while afternoons were given
over to group work and recitations.
The Dalton plan was carried out through contracts of
work planned to be covered in a month, with subdivisions
for each day. The student 'iia.s allo^ved to follow his own
wishes in working out the various contracts. The classroom
became a laboratory, and pupils moved from one laboratory
to another as they needed the resources of the room or the
help of the teacher.
Grouping by tes ting . Any of the plans operating
before 1910 selected their brilliant students without
benefit of testing. Gossard finds from his research in ten
large cities that the bases for classification included
"brightness, strength and brightness, work during the first
few weeks of the term, results of written examination in a
few subjects, results of written examination in a single
subject, and working po7/er.
Binet tests were used as an aid in selecting children
for grouping in Cleveland in 1911, and in Xev/ York in 1913.
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The first class to be selected entirely by use of mental
tests was in Louisville, Kentucky.
In a few cities large enough to e3q)eriment, special
classes for superior children were now established on the
basis of a testing program. These classes differed from
other homogeneous ability groups first, in having a much
hi^er degree of selectivity; and second, in keeping the
groups more or less intact under one teacher for longer than
the customary one year. Baltimore and Cleveland were
leaders in applying intelligence tests, and, later, other
types of standard tests to their grouping problems at both
the elementary and secondary levels.
In most places, the term "Opportunity Glass" was used
to designate these selected groups in the elementary schools,
and the phrase is now in common usage. It was a name long
associated with special classes for the dull children, and
for this reason was acceptable to the new thinking of the
community, jealous as democratic societies are of special
privilege groups.
-rtll of these plans recognized the ability of the
mentally gifted pupil to acquire knowledge rapidly, but did
not make adjustment to the fact that emotionally, socially,
and sometimes physically, the child’s chronological age, not
his mental age, was of supreme importance in his successful
adjustment to other groups. Neither did they recognize that
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a complete period of growth is necessary, from childhood
through youth to maturity, if an individual is to be
adequately prepared for the duties and responsibilities of
adult life. As a result of all these plans, childhood was
being shortened for these individuals, and opportunities
for the development of worthi«diile attitudes and habits,
both personal and social, were being lost as the children
were propelled into more and more complex situations.
Enrichment . Although dissatisfied with the special
class as solving none of the problems of the gifted child,
educators produced no better plan for a decade or more.
Then, about 1920, the enrichment idea was experimented with
in the public schools of Cleveland, Ohio, and Los Angeles,
California. It grev/ out of the feeling so well expressed
by Dr. Henry Goddard, that "in the education of gifted
children we are facing a new problem, and a new problem
must be solved by a new method, not by an adaptation of an
old method. **1
The enrichment method aimed to keep the gifted child
in the elementary grades for the full number of years,
using the time to develop in him habits and attitudes of
curiosity, investigation, leadership, and social responsi-
bility. To do this, the special class method of selection
1 Gossard, op . ci
t
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and segregation was continued v.lth an important difference.
Approximately one-half of the regular school time was used
by these pupils to master the required curriculum. The
rest of the school hours were to be spent on those inter-
esting and instructive experiments, excursions, and
research problems #iich every teacher longs to organize
and in which children delight to participate. Small
classes made it possible for the teacher to direct pupil
activity into situations which would challenge their best
efforts. For such subjects as art, music, physical educa-
tion, and manual training, the opportunity class pupil was
frequently grouped with the regular classes in the school.
The success of the enriched program has led to the
forming of at least one special class with emphasis on
mental health. In Brockton, Massachusetts, the Child
Guidance Clinic sponsored in 1940 the establishment of a
special class for children of superior mental ability with
mental hygiene as its aim. It was the experience of the
clinic that high intellectual capacity accentuated such
maladjustments as inferiority, intolerance, day-dreaming,
worry, nervous tension, and solitary play. Sdith Fox
Carlson writes that the purpose of the clinic was "to
organize a class that would be of value not only to the
well-adjusted youngster of superior abilities, but also to
the hi^ily endowed child with social or emotional problems.
r'iJ’i , boi^nictnoo ssW' In*.’
- M
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Its emphasis (was) on preventive and therapeutic
aspects'* of teaching these pupils.^ As factors operative
in the therapy, Miss Carlson notes that the work of the
special class has less repitition, less discipline, and a
less constraining environment. The timid child is encour-
aged to closer contact v/ith others "because of similar
interests, she feels, and "the ego gratification derived
from special class placement helps to compensate for lacks
in their emotional life."^
THE EMRIGHEaD CURRICULUM
ihat should be included in the enriched curriculum
for the gifted child? The answer to this question must
await an answer to another; «hat are the educational
objectives of special education for gifted children? To
this there would be many answers, varying with the purpose
and experience of the individual.
Justification for experimenting . The present program
is still experimental. Each school is free to develop its
own practices according to the philosophy of its adjnini-
strators. Mor is this wide latitude of instruction wasteful
^ Edith Pox Carlson, "Project for Gifted Children; A
Psychological Evaluation, " American Journal of Orthopsy-
chiatry (October, 1945), Vol XV, M 4, 648
2 Edwin A* Melson and Edith Pox Carlson, "Special Educa-
tion for Gifted Children; Evaluation at the End of Three
Years, " Journal of Excep tional Children (October, 1945),
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in practice. Dr. Goddard states frankly:
One of the beauties of the situation is that these
children have so much time to spare that it is per-
fectly justifiable to make experiments. T/e are not
jeopardizing their success in their school work.
They can do all the required work, and are doing it,
in approximately half the time vdiich they spend in
school. We may wisely devote the other half to
making experiments.^
Other educators state that ”the advantage of homo-
geneous grouping lies not so much in the expectation of
greater achievement in the tool subjects, as in enrichment of
scholastic experience v/ith additional intellectual
opportunity. ”2
A further justification for experimentation in the
curriculum of the special class may be deduced from James.
jB. Gonant’s discussion of criteria for measuring "the
effectiveness of the secondary school from the point of
view of the gifted child.
"
First, the intellectual interests of the student
must be keenly stimulated so as to develop a zest for
intellectual adventure; and this zest is all too
rarely found.
The second criterion would be the inculcation of a
belief in the relevance of formal study and "book
learning" to the problems of the day Continued
emphasis on the importance of rational analysis and
the value to be obtained by reference to our accumu-
^ Henry Herbert Goddard, School Training of Gifted
Children, World Book Company i Yonkers- on- iiudson'J llJ'ew York,
1928, 87
^ Howard A. Gray and Leta 3. Hollingworth, "The Achieve-
ment of Gifted Children Enrolled and Hot Enrolled in Special
Opportunity Classes," Journal of Education Research
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lated knowledge is the basis of the use of reason in
the modern world.
I
My tiiird criterion would be the work habits
that are acquired by the student. The ability to
knuckle down and do a hard intellectual Job, the
willingness to go through drill in order to appreciate
or understand something to which it leads, is essential
to advanced education.
^
3ub,i e c t matter . Clearly, these are areas to be devel-
oped early in the schooling of the gifted child. Certain
matter must be taught. Dr. Conant lists as minimum skills,
;
''writing English, handling mathematics insofar as arithmetic
and algebra of an elementary sort are concerned, and ability
to read with concentration and some degree of understanding."
Within these limits and wide around them is the field for
enrichment. 1
"Writing English" becomes more than the bare handling
of phrases and sentences, of parts of speech and forms of
expression. It becomes story writing; creative verse;
original dramatizations; corre spondence with children i
outside of the city, state, and country; letter writing of
many purposes; reports of research; organization of study.
In some cities it even becomes another study- -typewriting.
|<hen a typewriter is part of the equipment of the special
classroom, those pupils vdio are willing to learn the touch
^ James Bryant Conant, Education in a Divided World,
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system are permitted to use the machine. Learning of
capitalization and punctuation, and correct letter forms
seems to take care of itself under these circumstances, so
great is this challenge to accuracy.
’’Handling mathematics” goes heyond the manipulation of
figures in the fundamental processes and the solving of
book problems. It becomes the building of problems as
situations involving numbers arise. Meaning is given to
numbers as they occur in reading. Intelligent interpreta-
tion of comparisons and values becomes the accepted rather
than the exceptional concomitant of reading.
To give the gifted child freedom in his reading has
been the long-accepted way to keep him happy. Most
children of high intelligence are avid readers and retain
large parts of the knov/ledge thus acquired. The special
class teacher will encourage and direct this reading so
that it may both stimulate and satisfy the curiosity of the
child, leading him on and on to new and challenging fields.
Reading becomes an instrument in the guidance efforts of
the school, introducing the pupil to many types of informa-
tion, that he may choose his life work with full awareness
of its challenges and opportunities.
Teaching of the basic subject matter in this larger
way requires a small classroom group and an unorthodox
classroom setting. Twenty- five children is considered a
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maximum for such a class. Tables and chairs instead of the
customary desks are "musts" if group methods of teaching
and study are to be encouraged. Additional shelf room is
required for an extensive library of reference books. A
special need would be that of space and materials for
experiments of all sorts--for proof of facts, if proof can
be shown.
ITew sub.1 ect matter . Few absolutely new subjects have
been introduced into this enriched curriculum. Le ta 3.
Hollingworth urged "biography" as new subject material,
along with a study she named "the evolution of common
things."^ "Bird study" and "Greek history" were given as
new subjects by Dransfield in experimental work for Columbia
University in 1933. For the most part, these are not new
subjects, but titles under which an expanded, enriched
reading will proceed. Typewriting as a skill developed by
special class children in Cleveland has been mentioned.
Most lixely to be considered new in the elementary
grades of our public schools is the study of French, yfcich
seems to be an accepted enrichment subject. Latin and
^ Leta 3. Hollingworth, "i*.n Enrichment Curriculum for
ilapid Learners at Public School 500; Speyer School,"
Teache rs College Re co rd (January 1938), Vol 39, H 4, 299
2 J. Edgar Dransfield, Adminis tration of Enrichment to
Superior Children in the TypicaI"^lassroom , Bureau of
Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University,
Hew York City, 1933, 53
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German have been included in some programs at various times,
but have been discarded. The future may see a wider
inclusion of foreign languages in the special class curri-
culum, however. As the foreign policy of the United States
increases our contacts with other nations, we will find it
extremely desirable to select at an early age those children
who show readiness to acquire linguistic skill. Just as
skill in music, art, and writing is observed and encouraged
in our public schools, so should facility with languages be
noticed and developed for the best service of our country.
Current attitudes . Rather than finding new subjects
in the curriculum, we find the educational literature
indicating ways of broadening the horizons of the student
within the customary program. There are references to
marking collections, encouraging hobbies, taking excursions
and field trips, increasing the use of libraries and
museums, read little about a mass of knowledge to be
acquired by our brilliant students. Rather, we understand
that they are to be trained for social responsibilities, for
for high standards of achievement, for scientific methods
of attacking problems, for good mental health and emotional
stability. It is for instruction and opportunity in the
forming of these habits and attitudes that we wish to keep
them in the classroom their full quota of years. This is
the true enrichment, not of the mind alone, but of the life.
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Educators have received the enrichment plan with
enthusiasm. In general, however, any preferential treat-
ment of the gifted child awaits the education of the lay
public. “jBJducation for democracy" is at present most apt
to be interpreted in use as "education for the average" in
this clas 8- conscious America. The coimion man frowns upon
the uncommon fringe, and argues that selective education
will create conceited prigs, deprive average children of the
%
contributions of the quicker classmates, and interfere with
the normal development of leaders. Experience in communi-
ties in all parts of the country have shov.m that such is
not the course vhich the matter takes. Still, the unfortu-
nate attitudes persist.
Perhaps as the result of World War II, lAhich deprived
us of so many of our excellent youths, we are aware as
never before of our dependence on our gifted children for
the future success of democracy. As the attitudes summa-
rized in chapter I become more widespread we may expect to
see an expanding interest in the v/ays, means, and results
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GEAPTER III
TECH]!TIQ,U3 AllD PR0C3SDURE
In order to gain information about the scholastic,
physical, and social adjustment of gifted children in
junior and senior hi^ school, a questionnaire was prepared
to be given to a selected group of students in grades
seven through twelve in community X, Permission to give
this was obtained from the superintendent of schools and
from the two principals vihose schools were involved.
Instrument used . The first part of the questionnaire
secured personal data--age, height, weight, sex, the
student’s estimate of his health, the need for wearing
glasses, and the number of years in the schools of the
community.
The main body of .the questionnaire was divided into
three sections. Q,uestions in Section A were designed to
obtain information concerning the school history of the
pupil. Items asked about attendance at kindergarten,
progress through the elementary grades, and selection for
the Opportunity Class, -which would indicate a degree of
giftedness recognized in the early grades. The student
was questioned as to the number of times he had been on
the Honor Roll, his favorite subject and most-disliked
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and his general attitude toward school. Several marks v^ere
asked for; the mark most frequently received in the current
year (two marking periods having passed), the mark received
most frequently during the current year in English and
Mathematics, and the marks in the subjects named as most
liked and miost disliked.
Section B of the questionnaire focused attention on
the athletic history of the pupil. The first question
asked for an expression of attitude toward active sprts.
Then followed a list of twenty- two sports enjoyed during
summer and winter seasons involving individual as well as
group participation and contact. The student was asked to
mark his favorite sport ”1," and to indicate four other
preferences. The purpose of this list was to note any
unusual tendency toward activities which mi^t be carried
on alone. Inquiries then followed to gain information
about successful experience on school teams, including
selection as captain or manager. Other questions were
directed at obtaining reasons for non-participation or
limited participation in school sports.
The social interests of the pupil were emphasized in
Section C. Seven questions were concerned with companion
preferences, attitudes towards classmates, and friendships.
In an attempt to note socializing influences, the students
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hobbies. Musical education was inquired about, and several
questions were designed to note musical interests which
would provide social contacts. In order to lead the student
to express his spare time interests, twenty-nine activities
were listed, from which the pupil was encouraged to select
his favorite, marking it “I,” and to indicate four others.
Adjustment to school was noted by questions about attitude
toward teachers and attitude toward school punishments.
Socializing interests were recognized by questions asking
for the names of school clubs in i^hich the pupil was or had
been a member. Social acceptance was inferred if the pupil
had been selected for an office in a club. Inquiries were
also made about social contacts outside of school.
Included in this last section were questions about
plans for study or work beyond high school, and for life
work.
The questionnaire was first given to an unselected
group of ten students from grade ei^t, in order to study
the difficulty of the wording of certain items, the value
of items, and the length of time involved in filling out
the papers. The range of I.Q,. ’s in this group was from
86 to 126. As a result of this preliminary inquiry,
several items were eliminated as useless, and other items
were reworded. The longest time taken for filling out the
form was twenty- five minutes.
V.
0^
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Early in llarch, 1949, the questionnaire, in its final
form, was given to the 261 pupils enrolled in the first or
college division of grades seven through twelve in community
X. ITo attempt was made to present the questions to pupils
who were absent on the day the others v/ere tested. The
divisions referred to were selected for the study because
it was expected that they would contain a high percentage
of gifted children, and almost all of the former members
of the Opportunity Glasses, enrolled in each grade.
The following message to the pupil appeared at the
beginning of the questionnaire:
From the answers to these questions, we hope to
to learn vhat you like and ^at you dislike; v^at
you have done and what you would like to do. It is
hoped that you -will answer the questions with complete
honesty. Your name does not appear on the papers at
any place and no one v/ill know which paper is yours.
If you do not understand the meaning of a question,
do not ans-wer it. Instead, put a large question mark
in the ans-wer space and go on to the next question.
You will have as much time as you need to answer
all the questions.
The puipose of these instructions was to make the
questions self-administering. It was possible, through
them and through the instructions ^ich accompanied each
section of the questionnaire, for the papers to be presented
in any class by any teacher. This was the method of
administering followed in each school.
Because of the nature of the ins true tions , no test for
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validity of the responses could be made. Although this
tends to weaken the authority of the information accumu-
lated, it was felt by the writer that anonymity increased
the honesty of the answers given.
Treatment of information. For purposes of comparison,
the questionnaire responses were considered first as they
came from the total group, and then as they came from a
selected group of students who had received special atten-
tion in the elementary grades. This selected group will
be referred to as the 3A (Special Attention)
,
group.
In all tables where no number of cases is given, data
has been treated for each group as a whole, the total group
numbering 261 and the 3A group numbering 90. In construction
of height- weight- age charts for boys and girls, all boys in
grades 7, 9, and 11, and all girls in grades 8, 10, and 12
were considered as a sample group which would give pupils
of both sexes at each age level. This treatment was
considered satisfactory for the purpose because of the
slight value attached to the information received.
Occasionally, as the data was tabulated, it was found
that one or more individuals had not answered a question.
Accounting for these cases on each table created confusion
in that each table dealt with a different set of numbers
for each group. For the sake of clarity, therefore, it was
thought advisable to resort to a statistical inaccuracy.
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V£h.ea fewer than three persons neglected to respond to the
question the answers not given were assumed to be the
answers of the majority. If the non-answers numbered
three, they were distributed among the answers most
frequently given in order to preserve the proportions
established by the tabulation of the answers received.
Experiments with several tables showed that such distribu-
tions altered percentages very little and in no way
affected the tendency of the tables.
Description of the at oups . The que s tionnaires studied
were received from 261 pupils, grades seven to twelve,
inclusive. The total group contained 122 boys and 139
girls. Ninety of these pupils--fo rty boys and fifty girls
--constituted the selected or 3A group.
TABLE I
DISTRIBUTION OF GROUPS
BY SEX AND GRADE
Total Group SA Group
Grade Boys Girls Total Boys Girls Total
7 28 24 52 15 13 28
8 32 20 52 7 8 15
9 18 39 57 6 12 18
10 17 16 33 6 5 11
11 11 21 32 0 9 9
12 16 19 35 6 3 9
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This selected group was 34,5 per cent of the total
group as shown hy the following table.
TABL3 II
PERCS^TTAGE OF TOTAL GROUP










The pupils being studied ranged in age from eleven
to eighteen, and were distributed through the grades
according to the tables on the following pages. Only one
/










9 10 11 12
Total
18 1 1
17 1 19 20
16 2 18 12 32
15 3 18 13 34
14 3 41 13 1 58
13 38 11 49
12 34 10 44
11 18 1 19
Total 52 52 56^ 33 32 32^ 257
Note 1: No information in one case.














16 3 5 8
15 4 5 9
14 10 7 1 18
13 6 8 14
12 16 8 24
11 12 1 13
Total 28 15 18 11 9 9 90

The SA group included those pupils who had skipped one
grade in the elementary school, and those viho had been
memhers of the Opportunity Class for one, tv/o, or three
years. The distribution of these pupils in each grade is
shown by Table 7. Pupils who had been in the Opportunity
Class for two years made up 41 per cent of the group.
TABLE V
DISTRIBUTION OF 3A GROUP
ACCORDING TO BASIS FOR SELECTION
7 8
Grades




in school 0 1 0 0 0 1 2 2.2
In Opportunity
Class
One year 8 6 3 3 3 3 26 28.8
Two years 11 3 14 2 4 3 37 41.1
Three years 9 5 1 6 2 2 25 27.7
Intelligence quotients for the total group ranged from
95 to 147, and were distributed as shown in Table VI.
Scores for grades seven, eight, and nine were obtained on
the Otis Classification Test, Form R. Scores for grades
ten, eleven, and twelve were obtained on the Otis Gamma
Mental Ability Test, Form AM. No separate scores for the
selected group can be given because of the anonymity of
the questionnaire.
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TABLiii VI







Maximum 143 141 138 138 147 134
Median 123 119 121 113 117 116
Minimum 111 103 100 95 97 95
Otis Glassification Test, Form R, used to determine
I.Q. in grades 7, 8, and 9. Otis Mental Ability Test,
Form AM used to determine I.Q,. in grades 10, 11, and 12.
Actually only a part of each grade group may be
classed as gifted as the term is defined in Chapter I,
pages four and five. If we were to consider only those
cases of 110 I.Q,. and above in each grade group, we would
find that approximately 87 per cent of the pupils would
meet this qualification. The distribution would be
according to Table VII. Because the questionnaires contain
no identifying information, it is not possible to select
this fractional group.
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A1TALY3I3 OF IHFORIIATIOIT HSGEI’7ED
The information received from the ques tionnaires will
l)e presented in four parts: (I) health and attitude;
(ll) social adjustment; (III) athletic adjustment; and
(IV) scholastic adjustment.
I. HSALTH JCJ) ATTITUDE
In order to gain a general picture of the physical
well-being of the pupils studied, and of their adjustment
to daily surroundings
,
questions were asked concerning
health, attitudes towards school, and friendships.
Health . Approximately 55 per cent of all pupils
considered themselves in excellent health (see Table VIII).
This percentage was also true for the girls and for the
boys as groups. .-».nother 40 per cent of the total group
considered their health as "good." Thus, ninety-five per
cent of the pupils presented an attitude of physical
well-being. Among the two per cent who responded "fair"
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TABLE VIII










Excellent 68 55. 7 46 54.7 114 55.2
Good 46 37.7 58 41.7 104 39.8
Fair 1 .8 3 2. 2 4 1.5
Poor 1 .8 0 0 1 .4
Ho Data 6 4.9 2 1.5 8 3.0
Height and weight are considered hy many to be
indications of physical well-being, and are so considered
here, as they would have direct bearing on the success of
the individual in athletics.
Comparing statistics for the total group with stati-
stics distributed by the I'lassachusetts Department of
Public Health,^ it v/as found that 48 per cent of both boys
and girls may be considered tall for their age, and
another 48 per cent of both sexes may be classified as of
medium hei^t (see Table IX). Nine pupils are short,
according to this comparison. Of these, tv/o girls and two
boys are of the SA group.
^ Richard M. Smith and Douglas A. Thom, Health. Houghton
Mifflin Company, Hew York, 1936, 18
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11 5 2 1 7 3 0
12 10 12 1 12 8 1
13 13 11 2 10 13 0
14 13 10 0 18 17 0
15 6 11 0 7 10 0
16 4 7 0 6 12 3
17 6 5 0 6 2 1
18 1 0 0 0 0 0
Total 58 58 4 66 65 5
Per Cent 48.3 48.3 3.3 48.5 47.7 3.7
yeigh t data is meaningless unle ss accompanied by
height and age data, so a sampling of the total group
was taken to secure information for comparison with an
age-height-weight chart. ^ Of the 106 cases, 37 per cent
were below standard weight, but many of these deficiencies
were so slight as to be negligible. Such information can
be meaningfully interpreted in relation to health only if
many other factors are known, so little importance is
attached to it here. The following table presents the
^ I. Newton Kugelmass, Growing Superior Children ,
D. Apple ton- Century Company, Hew York, 1935, 460-461.
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results of this sampling.
TABLE X
R33ULTS OE HEIGHT- IGHT- AGS COLIPARISOH











12 15 6 1 4 2
13 1 1 4 3 5
14 10 4 3 4
15 1 1 1 4 2
16 5 5 3 3 4
17 1 4 4
Total 1 36 18 9 21 21
Per Cent 1.7 65. 5 32.7 17.6 41.2 41.2
Attitudes toward school . Approximately 95 per cent
of the pupils in each group answered "Yes” when asked,
"Are you happy in school?" Many of the pupils (16.5 per
cent) replied that they were "very happy." The percentage
giving the latter answer was higher in the 3A group than
in the total group.
Pew pupils in either group replied affirmatively to
the question, “Are you often punished for wrong hehavior
in school?’* although a majority felt that the teacher was
right ^en punishment was administered.
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Dislike of teachers seemed to be slightly more common
among the SA pupils than among the pupils in general, in
that they showed a greater tendency to dislike more than
one teacher. There was also a smaller proportion of









Are you happy i^hen in school?
Very 43 16. 5 20 22.2
Yes 201 77.0 66 73.3
Ho 17 6.5 4 4.4
Are you often punished for
wrong behavior in school?
Yes 11 A • to 4 4.4
Do you feel that the teacher
is usually right in
punishing you?
Yes 152 58.2 52 57.7
How many teachers do you
dislike?
One 75 28.7 24 26.7
More than one 65 24.9 29 32.2
Ho answer 121 4 6.4 37 41.1
Attitudes toward other youths . Other questions asked
pupils about their preferences in companions-- if they
preferred being by themselves, with people their own age,
with older people, or with younger people. A preference
for companions in their own age group was shown by 80 per
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cent of the pupils in both groups. The second largest
number preferred older people.
TABLE XII
ATTITUDES TOWAPD OTHER YOUTH
"Yes'' answers
Total Group 3A Group
Total % Total %
Do you prefer being:
With older people? 35 13. 4 12 13.3
By yourself? 5 1.9 3 3.3
With younger people? 5 1.9 3 3.3
With people your own age? 216 82.8 72 80.0
Do you make friends easily? 209 80.1 69 76. 6
Are you younger than most
of your friends? 88 33.7 43 47.7
Are you older than most of
your friends? 20 7.7 5 5. 5
Do you dislike the students
in your class? 3 1.1 1 1.1
Are your best friends in
your class? 162 62.1 62 68.8
More than three- fourths of the students felt that
they made friends easily. The percentage was slightly
lower for the oA group. In comparing their ages with
those of their friends, hov.'ever, the percentage difference
betv/een the groups was considerable, 'iffliereas 34 per cent
of the total group were younger than their friends, this
figure for the 3A group was almost 48 per oent. Few
pupils in either group were older than their companions.
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Only one per cent of the responses showed a dislike
for classmates. In "both groups, more than half of the
pupils were in the class witli their best friends.
Summary of heal th and a uti tudes . From this informa-
tion the picture was presented of a healthy group of
young men and women, of average height and better, and
generally of suitable weight for their height and age.
These students v/ere happy in school, seldom punished, but
agreeable to the purpose of the teacher when punishment
was administered. Approximately one-half of the group
were well-adjusted to the teaching staff, and disliked no
teacher particularly. Four out of five pupils felt that
they made friends easily. In choosing companions, the
same number preferred to be with people their own age,
although one- third of the pupils were younger than most
of their friends. Three pupils were younger than most of
their friends. Three pupils disliked their classmates,
but for more than 60 per cent of the group their class-
mai-es included their best friends.
A comparison between proportions of responses for the
total group and the 3A group revealed great similarity in
most cases. VZhen the pupil compared his age to that of his
friends, more pupils in the oA group v/ere younger. All
other responses indicate that the child wdio had received
special attention in the elementary grades was well-
dd
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adjusted to school and to his contemporaries, and that his




Social adjustment is shown by the extent to which
persons enter organizations voluntarily. Social acceptance
is shown when the persons are elected to hold office in
those organizations. Both of these are dependent upon
the interests of the individuals and the opportunities
they have had for social experience.
Social experience . The pupils studied had had many
opportunities to develop good social attitudes. Of the
total group, 53 per cent had been to a summer camp, most
of them for at least four v;eeks. For the SA group, this
figure was 10 per cent higher. About 78 per cent had
been affiliated with scouts at some time. These experi-
ences may account for the fact that three-fourths of the
pupils had a genuine hobby involving construction,
creation, or collecting.
Over 60 per cent of the pupils had taken lessons on
a musical instrument, though the SA group had been more
ambitious than the rest in continuing this training
throu^ membership in a band or arches tra. The SA group
also showed a larger proportionate participation in choral
groups
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Approximately 70 per cent of both groups had attended
dancing class.
Table xiii
PUPILS HAVING INTERESTS AI^TD EXPERIENCES






Have you ever been to a summer
camp? 140 53.6 57 63.3
Have you a hobby? 194 74.3 72 80.0
Have you ever taken lessons
on a musical instrument? 171 65. 5 56 62.2
Bo you play in a school band
or orchestra? 28 10.7 14 15.5
Have you ever belonged to a
Glee Club or church choir? 167 63.9 66 73.3
Have you ever been a member of a
dancing class? 185 70.8 62 68.9
Did you ever belong to a scout
or junior scout troop? 201 77.0 71 78.9
Social adjustment . The social contacts developed
through these experiences and interests were expanded into
school and community activities. In the total group, 75
per cent of the pupils were members of school clubs, and
82 per cent held membership in some organization outside
of the school. For the SA group, these percentages v/ere
64 per cent and 88 per cent.
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opportunities for club membership in school or out are few
for pupils of grade seven and limited in number for eighth
and ninth graders. This accounts in part for the relative-









Member of school clubs 96 36.8 37 41.1
An officer in club
Office on school's stu-
18 6.9 6 6.6
dent organization
Office in class organi-
36 13.8 8 8.8
zation 38 14. 5 10 11.1
Present
Member of school clubs 196 75.1 58 64.4
An officer in club 18 6.9 6 6.6
Member of a non-school
organization 213 81. 6 79 87.7
Outside of the school, lainy boys and girls were contin-
uing their association with girl scouts and boy scouts, and
were entering into church youth organizations. A large
number of senior high students were associated with Milton
Youth Club.
Social acceptance . As shown in the above table, the
privilege of being an officer in a school club had been
given throu^ election to about 7 per cent of the students
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in each group. In student and class organizations the
figure was higher, with the 3A pupil appearing to be a
little less popular than his classmates in these offices.
An evidence of the leadership abilities of the gifted
student may be noted in responsible positions to ^jhioh he
had been appointed. The editor of the school magazine
was from this group, and two 3A pupils were on the magazine
staff. Another 3A pupil was editor-in-chief of the year-
book.
Activity -preferences . 'j?hen invited to name activity
preferences for their spare time, the choices most often
given by the pupils in bo "th groups fell to non-active
amusements -- reading, attending movies, listening to
radio programs, attending ball games, listening to music.
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Table xv
ACTIVITY PREFER.i]XCE3 0? THE TOTAL GROUP BY GRADES







reading 7x 8x 9x lOx llx 12x
movies 7x 8x 9 lOx llx 12
radio 7x 8x 9 lOx
attending games 7x 8x 9x lOx llx 12
listening to music 9x 10 llx 12x
Active, nonsocial
skating 7x 8 9x llx
swimming 7x 8x 9x lOx 11 12
sketching 10







talking with friends lOx llx 12x
Active and social
playing on school team 8 9x 10 llx
dancing 7x 8x 9x llx 12
tennis 9 10 12x
acting X
cards 10
Some choices seemed to fall in a certain age span, as
swimming and skating, were strong favorites for grade seven,
eight, nine; dancing for grades eight, nine, eleven; and
taMng with friends for grades ten, eleven, twelve. In all
amusements, the choice of the 3A group followed ' that of the
total group very closely.
Summary of social ad.ius tment . The gifted pupils
studied had received many opportunities for social educa-
tion and had developed from them a willingness to join
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with their contemporaries in club activities. Membership
in school organizati ons was an expanding interest which
rewarded some with leadership responsibility. 3A students
were not selected for office quite as frequently as their
classmates, but their leadership potentialities were
recognized in several faculty appointed positions.
In other ways 3A students did not show themselves
particularly different from the total gfoup questioned.
Their interest in music was greater, as was their hobby
interest, but their leisure time preferences did not differ
markedly from those of their contemporaries.
III. ATHLETIC ALJUSTMSHT
Athletic adjustment was studied under three headings;
(l) sports preference, (2) participation in school sports,
( 3 ) reasons for non-participation.
Sports preference . In reply to the question, '•Do you
like to take an active part in sports?" only seventeen
members of the total group answered negatively or failed to
answer. Of these, eight were in the SA group.
Preferences in sports were indicated by all the students.
In all grades, the choices given most often by the total
group fell to football, baseball, basketball, dancing,
swimming, ice skating and horseback riding.
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SPORTS PREFERENCES OF aT LEAST 1/5 OF
TOTAL GROUP, WITH PREFSRENCas OF THE 3A GROUP INDICATED.
SPORT GRADES
sports ) football 7x 8 9 lOx 11 12x
involving ) baseball 7x 8x 9x lOx 11 ISx
competition softball 8 9 X llx 12
and ) baske tball 7x 8x 9x lOx llx 12x
contact ) hockey 7x 8 10 11
no competi- )
tion but ) dancing 7 8x 9 lOx 12x
contact )
competition. ) tennis 7 9 lOx 12x
partner, and) ping-pong 8 9 lOx 11
skill ) badminton X
skill, but ) swimming 7x 8x 9x 10 llx 12
no partner ) shooting 7x
or
>
i ice skating 7x 8x 9x 10 11 12
competition ) roller skating 7
) skiing 7x 8 9 X llx 12x
) fishing 7x 8 X
) horseback riding 7 8x 9 lOx llx 12x
no skill ) hiking 12x
The moat frequent choice of the SA group in all grades
I
was haskethall, "but the interest of this group in other
sports followed that of the total group closely, SA stu-
dents appeared to be more interested in fishing and hiking
and less interested in hockey and football than the total
group, but because of the small number of cases it would be
unreasonable to attach significance to this difference.
Participation in school sports . Girls appeared to be
immediately at a disadvantage in the athletic program.
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since only the games of baskefball and field hockey provided
them with an opportunity for team membership. Of the 139
girls questioned, only sixteen had played on a school team.
Ihree of these girls had been captain, or co-captain, of
their teams.
Since the greatest opportunities for team membership
were open to the boys, a detailed study of their partici-
pation was made.
table XVII









Have you ever been on a varsity
or junior varsity team, or are
you now on one?










The first team? 31 53.4 9 56.2
The second team? 24 41.4 7 43.8
Did your team compete with
teams from other towns?
41 70.7 11 68.8
Were you ever elected captain
of your school team?
20 34. 5 5 31.3
Were you ever manager of a
school team?
7 12.0 1 6.3
Of the boys in the total group 48 per cent had at some
time been on a varsity or junior varsity team. #iile this
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was true for 40 per cent of the boys in the oA group. Half
of the boys of both groups had been on the first team and
about 70% of them had been in competition with teams from
other communities. From this active 48 per cent of the
total group had come twenty captains, and seven managers.
The 3A group contained five of these captains, including
the 1948 football captain, and one manager.
jieasons for non- parti ci Pation . Six reasons for not
taking part in sports were suggested to the students, and
nearly half of the boys in the total group responded.
Size, music practice and part-time work were their chief
explanations.
TABLE XYIII











Health 1 00.8 1 02. 5
Size 20 16.4 7 17. 5
Physical disability 7 05.7 2 05.0
Music Practice 19 15. 6 9 22. 5
Part- 1 ime wo rk 16 13.1 9 22. 5
Study or study help 8 06. 6 2 05.0
Total naming reasons 54 44.3 22 55. 5
As noted on the above table, a larger part of tiie boys
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in the 3A group had reasons for non-participation. Music
practice and part-time work were their chief reasons, size
being third.
Summary of athletic adjustment. A study of sports
participation of these gifted children showed that v/hile
nearly all pupils liked active sports only limited oppor-
tunity for such experience was open to the girls. Nearly
half of the boys had taken an active part in the athletic
program of the school, and a large portion of the other
boys had reasons for non-participation, the chief ones
being music practice and part time work. Actually only
about five per cent of the boys indicated a complete lack
of interest.
Sports preference of both groups was for games involv-
ing competition, physical contact, and skill. Little
difference in the type of activity chosen could be noticed
in the groups.
3A boys were 27 per cent of all the boys participating
in the sports program, although they were one- third of the
number of boys. Their success in making the first team was
slightly more than their portion, and in all other criteria
for judging success, the 3A boys hold their place. The
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IV. SCHOLASTIC ALJUSTIIiirLTT '!'
II
Successful adjustment of the pupil to his study program i;
may he shown through his attitude toward subjects in the
|
school curriculum. It would also he assumed if his marks
|
have heen average or above.
|
Attitude toward-S suh.i ects . In response to the direction;
"Give the name of your favorite subject", fifteen pupils
gave no information, three of these being SA pupils. In
grade seven, the new subjects of the junior high school
(science, gym, home management) and the subjects receiving
new treatment (English, mathematics) were named most often.
Mathematics was named by the greatest number in grade eight,
nine, ten, and was second in popularity in grades eleven,
twelve. This choice vras similar for both groups. Latin
and French were also frequently named. The GA group of
grade eleven named chemistry most often.
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table XIX
EAVOHITE SUBJECT IN ORDER OF TRE^U.EITCy OF CHOICE































For 74 per cent of the total group and 80 per cent of
the SA group, liking the teacher was a reason for liking the
subject. Interest, good marks, and need for the subject in
the future, were other important considerations for both
groups. The amount of homework involved had very little
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I like the teacher 187 74.0 71 80.7
I get good marks in it. 137 53.9 50 56.8
It tells about things that are 157 61. 8 50 56.8
interesting to me.
ihere is little homev/ork. 30 11.8 12 13. 6
I know I shall need it in college. 130 51. 2 40 45. 5
I know that I shall need it in 94 37.0 32 36. 3
work.
It is easy. 67 26.4 27 30.7
Comments added to the suggested list were, for the most
part, to emphasize that the pupil enj oyed the subjects. Two
3A pupils showed further reasoning by writing (of history)
,
"I knov/ it will be of vital importance to me all through life.
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The subjects most often name<^ as favorites were also
with a few exceptions, most often named as disliked subjects.
table XXI
DISLIKED SUBJECTS



































Thirty-four per cent of the total group, and 37 per cent
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Of the suggested reasons for d.isliking the subject,
those mentioning lack of understanding, lack of use, were
checked most often. Homework, again, wp.s seldom considered
as a reason for dislike.
TABLE XXII












I do not understand it (them) 67 39.0 24 42.
I see-no sense in it (them) 47 27.
3
17 iO • 00
I get poor marks in it (them) 43 25.0 13 22. 8
I'll never use it (them) 69 40.0 23 40.3
It is (they are) very hard 56 31.
6
19 33.3
I didn't want to take it (them) 43 25.0 15 26. 3
There is too much homework 15 8. 5 8 14.0
The teacher as a factor in aversion had not been
suggested, but was noted by several students. One 3A
student found music and art “dull”, another gave "much
competition'* as his reason for disliking French; a third
disliked oral v/ork and subjects involving it.
Most written comments were to state that the subjects
v/ere not interesting.
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Student Marks » Pupils were asked several questions
atout tlieir marks. A suirmary follows of their responses
to questions about achievement in English, mathematics,
the favorite subject and the disliked subject. Pupils
were also asked to name their most frequent mark during
the current year,
TABLE XXIII
MOST IREQ,UENT MARK RECEIVED IE ENGLISH AND MATHB^ATICS
BY TOTAL GROUP AND SA GROUP
Total Group SA Group
E. 261 E. 90
Total Total
receiving % of receiving >of
Mark mark group mark group
A 21 8.0 12 13.3
AB 7 2.7 2 2.2
B 158 60. 5 51 56.7
BC 21 8.0 11 12. 2
C 54 20.7 14 15. 5
Mathematics lx)
A 57 23. 3 26 30.6
AB 12 4.9 3 3. 5
B 103 42. 2 35 41. 2
BC 11 4.5 4 4.7
C 61 25.0 17 20.
In grades 11 and 12, seventeen studentsi were not taking
the subject.
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A 83 33.7 38 43.7
AB 36 14.6 15 17.
2
B 93 37.8 24 27.1
BG 13 5.3 6 6.8









AB 8 5.1 2 3.8
B 56 36.4 17 32.1
BC 33 21.4 13 24.5
C 40 25.9 10 18.8
AG 1 . 6 1 1.8
CD 2 1.3 1 1.8
D 1 . 6 1 1.8
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MOST JREqUEFT 1-IARK RECEIVED BY















A 41 15.7 18 20.0
AB 7 2.7 2 2. 2
B 181 69.3 62 68.8
BC 6 2.3 1 1.1
C 26 9.9 7 7.8
Por approximately 70 per cent of the students in both
groups, the most frequent mark was j5. in English, mathe-
matics, the pupil's favorite subject, and the subject he
disliked, the most frequent mark was B also. The second
mark in frequency was A in only one subj ect, the favorite.
In English, and the disliked subject, the second mark most
often held was G, while A and G were received with approxi-
mately the same frequency in mathematics.
These itrends in the frequency of receiving a ma*k
were the same for the SA group, as for the total group.
Comparing marks within a subject, we find that 3A pupils
received far more than their share of the A's named in
answer to each question. This was especially true in the
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PERGE1\TTAGE OP EACH MARK RECEIVED BY SA GROUP
Subj ect A AB B BG .C
English 57.1 28. 5 32.3 52.4 25.9
Mathematics 45. 6 25.0 33.9 36.3 27.8
Pavor i te 'Subj ect 45. 7 41.6 25.8 46. 2 19.0
Disliked Subject 61. 5 25.0 30.4 39.4 25.0
Most frequent mark 43.9 28. 5 34. 2 16. 6 26. 9
Marks below G were named only in grade 12, then by an
3A pupil as received in the subject he disliked.
Excellent sets of marks are customarily noted by
means of the Honor Roll. In the total group, 80 per cent of
the pupils had been on the Honor Roll, #iile for the SA






























7 52 30 57.6 28 14 50.
8 52 44 84. 6 15 14 93.3
9 57 46 8017 18 16 88.9
10 33 29 87.8 11 11 100.
11 32 29 90.6 9 8 88.9
12 35 30 85.7 9 6 66.7
Total 261 208 79. 7 90 69 76.7
These figures do not present an accurate picture
the success of the pupils beyond grade seven, however,
inasmuch as the percentage for the first year of junior
high school was very low.
Plans for educat ion beyond high school . Eighty- eight
per cent of the students in the total group stated that
they planned to continue their education in some kind of
college. For grades nine, ten, eleven, twelve this percent
age was higher.
In the 3A group as a vshole, 94 per cent of the pupils
intended to seek further education, \^ile for grades nine
through twelve all pupils planned to do so.
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The life work aims of these gifted children may best
be studied by noting the ambitions of those in grades
eleven and twelve. 3A pupils in these grades stated their
aims this way;
In addition to these aims are those of the rest of the
group:
Summary of scholas t ic attitude. Students in the groups
studied, indicated successful adjustment to the school study
program, in that their most frequent mark in all subjects
was B, 3A pupils had received well over their share of the
A's vhidi were noted in the questionaire responses. Just
about their share of B*s, and slightly more than their share
of the BG combination. In all cases, the tendency of the
distribution for maik s was the same for both groups.
More than three-fourths of the pupils in each group
indicated that they had been on the Honor Roll, and f or
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eighty per cent.
By their attitudes toward subjects, the pupils also
showed themselves well adjusted, ^most all pupils named
a favorite subject, while 34 per cent named no disliked
subject. In giving reasons for their choices, the 3A
group responses were thirty- five per cent of the total
responses in both cases, -- their right proportion. Both
groups tended to have the same reasons for their choices.
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Cihildren who have had special attention in the
elementary schools of community X appear to be very much
lil^e their classmates i/dien comparisons of social, athletic,
and scholastic attainments are made.
Summary . To begin vdth they are of good health, and
of average or better physical development. This is vdaat
may be expected according to the findings of Baldwin and
1
v/hitty, and other authorities as summarized by Miles. In
age, only two of the ninety SA students are young when com-
pared with their classmates.
In common with their classmates, SA students are
happy in school, where few are troublesome tind most are
agreeable to reasonable punishment. As a group they tend
to be less able than others to like all teachers, though
this does not seem to interfere with their scholastic
success.
The most frequent mark of SA students in all subjects
was B, as it was for the total group, and in disliked sub-
jects they were more able to get hi^ marks than were their
1
Leonard Carmichael, ed. Manual of Child Psychology ,
John 'BTiley & Sons, Inc., Xew York, 1946, p. 900-902
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classmates. ^Vhen the number of A’s named in any subject
were studied, 3A students were found to have more than
their share.
In subject likes and dislikes, their choice and reason-
ing follows that of their classmates closely. In analyzing
their personal reasoning, SA students exhibited greater
facility in self expression. For both groups mathematics,
was the subject most often named as favorite and most
frequently named as disliked.
3A group children have gone to camp in slightly larger
number than their classmates, but fewer have sought social
contacts in school clubs. All pupils were confident that
they made friends easily, and most had formed strong friend-
ships in their class, a tendency to be younger than their
friends, as stated by some pupils, was greater by fourteen
per cent for- SA pupils.
That they were accepted by their contemporaries may be
assumed from the fact that eighteen of the students were
club officers. 3A students shared club leadership to the
same extent as their classmates, and were likewise selected
to captain sports groups.
Music education had been received to a similar extent
by pupils in both groups, but a greater number of 3a
students had taken advantage of bands, orchestra, and
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chief reason for not participating in sports, no doubt
included rehearsals with these units.
lliis tendency of gifted children to have many time con-
1
suming activities outside of school has been noted by Lamson
and others as preventing their participation in extra
curricular activities. Their interests in hobbies, vdiich
was great for both groups, and which would occupy their
leisure time, might also be expected according to research.
Reading was the only spare time activity vshich found
preference with both groups in all grades. In their pre-
ferred recreation, all pupils tended to passive and
receptive occupations, those not requiring companions or an
expenditure of energy.
An interest in active gports, on the other hand, was
almost unanimous, and preferences were for those involving
competition, skill and contact. Opportunities for team
membership was limited for the girls, but the boys shovred
that they had participated in the school varsity sports
program in good number. ILore than half of those claiming
team membership had been on the first team and had competed
with teaifls from other communities.
1
iidna jimma Lamson, A Study of Younp; 3-ifted Children in
Senior High School . Teachers College, Columbia University,
Contributions to Education, Uo. 424. ref. p.640.
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In explaining non-participation, size was given as a
reason by approximately 16 per cent of the boys in both
groups, and health by only one boy, an SA student.
The success of these boys on their teams may be
accounted for by the explanation, of one physical education
teacher, "In telligence . . can and does improve the quality




Conclus ions . According to the fi.idings of this study
of gifted children in community X, those v^o have been
accelerated in their elementary school program compared
favorably with their classmates in the phases of social,
athletic, and scholastic adjustment with which the study
dealt. Their participation in the school club program
was less extensive than that of their classmates, but was
considerable, and their leadership in such organizations
equaled that of their classmates in proportion.
In spoirts activities, children from the Opportunity
Glass again joined to a slightly less degree, but music
practice and part-time work, more than size, kept them from
greater participation.
1
Alfred Kunitz, Are Talented Children Good Athletes
.
,
High Points, Jan. 1941, Vol. XXlll, Ho. 1, p.58
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In proportion to the number of players from each group,
the success of 3A boys was superior to that of their class-
mates.
Scholastic success for both groups of students was
similar, with almost the same proportions of each group
having been on the Honor Roll. Through their attitudes
towards school and subjects, both groups showed themselves
well adjusted.
Comparison of the findings of this study with that of
similar research in other parts of the country has indi-
cated that the accomplishments of gifted children in
community X are very sim.ilar to those of other highly
intelligent young people.
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CHAPTER VI
limitations op the study and
SUGGEST IONS POR PURTHER RESE'^GH
The student examining the findings set forth in this
study must interpret them with a knowledge of the composi-
tion of the selected group, known in these pages as the
3A group.
In selecting former members of the Opportunity Glass
for a comparative study, the writer was dealing with only
part of the highly gifted children in the schools. 'This
was true for tv/o reasons:
1. Opportunity classes providing an accelarated pro-
gram functioned in only three of the five elementary schools
in the community.
2. Children #io had been members of the Opportunity
Glass did not constitute the total group of gifted children
in their schools. Many parents have not permitted their
children to enroll in the Opportunity Glass when they have
been selected. Teachers have sometimes recommended against
entering certain gifted individuals in the class because of
immaturity, poor work habits, or physical condition.
Inasmuch as many children go from the Opportunity
Class to grade six, thus gaining a year of maturity and
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considered as representing the adjustments of accelerated
pupils. It would be desirable to know what part of the
two year students have been promoted directly from the
1
class to grade seven.
Several factors served to limit the completeness of
informa.tion about the group studied:
1. Many of those children -vAio had been members of
this special class were enrolled in commercial classes in
the secondary school. No study was made of their adjust-
ments.
2. Neither did this study include as a special group
those children who had entered kindergarten after passing
mental tests, a group of children vdio would have been
younger than their classmates, and v^ose adjustment might
merit consideration.
3. No comparison was made between the information
received and responses v^ich mi^t have been mde by pupils
in other segments of the classes.
Study which would further delineate the adjustments
of gifted children in community X might well be concentrated
on (l) identifying the truly accelerated pupils and (2)
T
jinswers to the question, ’’Did you ever do three years’
work in two years in any school?" proved so unreliable #ien
considered m th responses to toher questions, that this
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gaining information about the gifted children not studied,
(3i) comparing this infoimation with that gathered from
communities having a similar method of educating gifted
children.
Most valuable of all would be a series of case studies
made for a complete group of accelerated Opportunity Glass
pupils each year as they progress through the secondary
schools. Ihe burden of anonymity would be removed from
such a study, permitting the estimates of the students to
augmented by the opinions of instructors and parents.
The reliability and validity of responses could be
ascertained, and the growth of the individual in social
and athletic interest could be noted.
By such means will more valuable information be received
concerning the social, athletic, and scholastic adjustment
of gifted children in junior and senior high school.
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From your ansvrers to these questions, we hope to
learn what you like and what you dislike; what you have
done and what you would like to do* It is hoped that
you will answer the questions with complete honesty*
Your name does not appear on the papers at any place
and no one will know vdiich paper is yours*
If you do not understand the meaning of a ques-
tion, do not answer it* Instead, put a large question
mark in the ansv>rer space and go on to the next question*
You will have as much time as you need to answer
all the questions

1Date of filling out this blank
Age on last birthday yrs. Height
____________
ViTeight
Health (circle one) Excellent Good Fair Poor
Do you wear eyeglasses (circle correct answer) Yes
Grade (circle the correct number) 7 8 9 10 11 12
Sex (circle correct one) Male Female
Number of years in Milton schools (circle the correct number)
123456789 10 11 12
Section A - Circle correct answer unless other directions are
1*. Did you ever attend kindergarten? Yes
2* Did you begin kindergarten after taking tests? Yes
3* Were you kept back in any grade from 1 through 6? Yes
4» How many times wore you kept back? 01
5» ViTere you ever kept back because you were absent
a great deal? Yes
6* V/ere you ever kept back because you had moved
from another toi'/n where the work was different? Yes
7. Did you skip any grade in any school? Yes
8* 1/Vhat grade did you skip? 123456789 10
9* Were you ever a member of the Opportunity Class
in Milton? Yes
10. How many years were you in that class? 1 2
11. Did you ever do three years' work in two years
in any school? Yes
12. Have you been on the Honor Roll since entering
Grade 7 in this school system or in any other? Yes
13.
How many times have you been on the Honor Roll?

















Give name of course you are now taking




Have you changed your course since Grade 8?
17, If your e.nzvrer to question 16 v/as "Yes'% give the
name of the courso you tool: before this one,
3ft;. In H''hat o 3.vision are yon?
3.9o T/hat mark have yon, had most often this year?
20. TJhat mark have you had most often in English
t.his year?
21 p ViHuit mark have you had most often in
ML.t‘iem.atics (Arit.hmotio) this year?
A B C D
Failure
A B C D
Failure
A B C D
Failure
22. Give names of subjects you have chosen to take this year (electives)
23 e Give the name of your favorite subject*
______________________________
24* Check your reasons for liking this subject, or give your ovm
reasons if different from those given here*
I like the teacher*
I got good marks in it*
It tells about things which are interesting to me*
There is little homework*
I kno’.v that I shall need it in college*
I know that I shall need it in work*
It is easy*
25* VOiat have your marks been in this subject this year? A B C D
Failure









Check your reasons for disliking these subjects, or give
reasons of your ovm,
I do not understand it (them).
I see no sense in it (them)
•
I get poor marks in it (them).
I’ll never use it (them).
It is (they are) very hard.
I didn't want to take it (them).
There is too much homev/ork.
28.
"(That have your marks been in these subjects A B C D
this year? Failure
29.
Are you happy when in school? Very Yes No
Section ^ - Circle the correct answer to each question wherever
possible. In some places you may write the answer in
the space provided at the end of the question.
1. Do you like to take an active part in sports? Yes No
2. Read through the following list of sports and activities.
a. Then circle the names of 5 of the activities listed in
vdiich you like to take part, and
b. Put the number 1 beside the one you like best of all.
(If your favorite sport or activity is not listed, write

















































43* Have you ever been on a varsity or junior varsity team,
or are you now on one? Yes No
4. If your answer to question 3 was "Yes", give the names
of the sports.
5. In v/hat grade wore you then?
6, The first team? Yes No
7. The second team? Yes No
8. Did your team compete with teams from other towns? Yes No
9. TiThat position did you play?
10. Vfere you over elected captain of your school team? Yes No
11. In what sport was this?
12. In what grade were you then? 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
13. Were you ever manager of a school team? Yes No
14. In v/hat sport was this?
15. In what grade were you then? 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
16. Are your teammates usually younger or older Younger Older
than you are, or are they about the same age? Same
17. Does your health keep you from taking part in
school sports? Yes No
18. Does your size keep you from taking part in
school sports? Yes No
19. Does a physical disability keep you from taking
part in school sports? Yes No
20. Does music practice after school keep you from
taking part in school sports ? Yes No
21. Does part-time work after school keep you from
taking part in school sports? Yes No
22. Does the time required for study, or study help









Section C - Circle the correct answer to eaoh question wherever possible*
In some places you may write the ansv/er in space at the end
of the question*
1* Do you prefer being with older people? by yourself?
with younger persons? with people your own age?
2* Do you make friends easily? Yes No
3* Are your best friends in your class? Yes No
4. Are you younger than most of your friends? Yes No
5* Are you older than most of your friends? Yes No
6* Do you like the students in your class? Yes No
7* Do you dislike the students in your class? Yes No
8. Ifeive you ever been to a summer camp? Yes No
9. How long did you stay each year?
10. How many years did you go to camp?
11* Ife.ve you been a junior leader or an aide at a
sijmmer comp? Yes No
12. vThat part of the camp program did you like best?
13* Have you a hobby? If so, what is it? If you have two or more,
name the tv/o to which you give the most of your spare time*
14* Have you ever taken lessons on a musical instrument? Yes No
15* TJhat musical instruments do you play well now?
16* How long do you practice each day?
17* Do you play in a school band or orchestra? Yes No
18* Have you ever belonged to a Glee Club or church choir? Yes No
19* Have you ever been a member of a dancing class? Yes No




Read through the following list of things to do. Is the one
you enjoy most of all given there? If not, v/rite its name in
the blank spare at the end of the list.
Then, circle the names of 5 of the activities listed in which
you like to spend your spare time.






















listening to radio programs
talking with friends
earning money (tell how)




playing on a school team
playing chess or checkers
working around the house
22. How many teachers do you have? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 more
23. How many of them do you like? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
24. How many of them do you dislike? 12 34567
25. Are you often punished for wrong behavior in school? Yes
26. Do you feel that the teacher is usually right in
punishing you? Yes




If you hold an office in a club, circle the name of the office.
President Vice-President Secretary









29. Name any other school clubs to which you have belonged in other
years* If you were an officer in the. club, tell what the office
vms.
30* Name any offices which you have held in your school * s student
organization, student council, etc*
31* Name any offices which you have held in your class organization,
and the grade you vrore in#
32* Circle the name of any organization outside of school in which
you are an active member, 'ifrito the names of any which do not
appear here*
C* Y. 0*
Y. M. C. A.










33* Did you ever belong to a scout or junior scout
(cub or brownie) troop? Yes No
34* For how many years were you a member? 12 345678
35* Do you plan to continue your education after you
graduate from high school? Yes No
36* To viThat kind of school do you plan to go?
37* If you are not going to another school after graduation, what do
you plan to do?

































53 68 69 71
54 71 71 73
55 74 75 77 78
56 78 79 81 83
57 82 82 84 88 92
58 86 86 88 93 96 101
59 90 90 92 96 100 103 104
60 95 95 97 101 105 108 109 111
61 99 100 101 105 108 112 113 116
62 104 10 5 10 6 109 113 115 117 118
63 no no 112 116 117 119 120
64 114 115 117 119 120 122 123
65 118 120 121 122 123 125 126
66 124 124 125 128 129 130
67 128 130 131 133 133 135
68 131 133 135 136 138 138
69 135 137 138 140 142
70 136 138 140 142 144
71 138 140 142 144 145
Kugelmass, I. Hewton, "Growing Superior Children"
D. Apple to n-Century Co .
y
Hew York 1935
p. 461 (height, age-weight) chart.
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52 64 64 64
53 67 68 68
54 70 71 71 72
55 73 74 74 74
56 77 77 78 78 80
57 81 81 82 83 83
58 84 85 85 86 87
59 88 89 89 90 90 90
60 92 92 93 94 95 96
61 95 96 97 99 100 103 106
62 100 101 102 10 3 104 107 111 116
63 105 106 107 108 110 113 118 123
64 109 111 113 115 117 121 126
65 114 117 118 120 122 127 131
66 119 122 125 128 132 136
67 124 128 130 134 136 139
68 134 134 137 141 143
69 137 139 143 146 149
70 143 144 145 148 151
71 148 150 151 152 154
72 153 155 156 158
73 157 160 162 164
74 160 164 168 170
Kugelmass, ! Newton, "Growing Superior Children"
D. Appleton- Century Co., New York 1935
p.460 (height-age- weight ) chart.
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txAIlT m HEIGHT AHD ISEIGHT BY YEARS FOR GIRLS OF SCHOOL AGE








^ort —Less than 43. 5 45.5 47. 5 49.0 50. 5 52. 5 54. 5
(From 43.5 45.5 47. 5 49.0 50 .
5
52. 5 54. 5
Medium-- ( To 47.4 49.4 51.9 54.4 56.4 58.4 60.9
Tall- -Mo re than 47.4 49.4 51.9 54.4 56.4 58.4 60.9
These Values have been rounded to the nearest .0 or . 5.
Annual Gain in Mean Weight of Short, Medium, and Tall Girls
Age, Years
6-7 7-8 8-9 9-10 10-11 11-12 i2-i;
Short 4 4 4 5 6 6 12
Medium 5 6 6 6 7 9 14
Tall 6 8 9 8 11 13 12
GAIN IN HEIGHT AHD WEIGHT BY YEARS FOR BOYS OF SCHOOL AGE
Range of Height of Short
,
Medium, and Tall Boys
Age, Years
6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Height, Inches
Short --Less than 43.5 45.5 47. 5 49. 5 51. 5 53. 5 54. 5
( From 43. 5 45.5 47. 5 49. 5 51. 5 53. 5 54. 5
Medium-- ( to 48.4 50.4 52.4 54.4 56.4 58.4 60.4
Tall- -More than 48.4 50.4 52.4 4&4.4 56.4 58.4 60.4
These values have been rounded to the nearest .0 or .5.
Annual Gain in Mean Weii^t of Short, Medium, and Tall Boys
Years
6-7 7-8 8-9 9-10 10-11 11-12 12-13
Short 2 3 6 6 6 3 8
Medium 5 5 6 6 6 6 9
Tall 6 7 6 8 8 10 11
From statistics made at the University of Iowa
Issued "by the Massachusetts Department of Public Health,
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